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Abstract 
Wind power is the most important form of wind energy utilization. This paper studies 
the current situation at home and abroad, analyzes the problems and development 
trends in this technology, and explains the methods of solving related problems. 
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1. Introduction 

The radiation of the sun caused the surface of the earth to be hot and caused, causing the pressure 
distribution in the atmosphere uneven, thereby moving the air in the horizontal direction. The kinetic 
energy formed by air flow becomes a wind energy. Wind energy utilization mainly converts the 
kinetic energy of the atmosphere to other forms, wind power is the most important form of wind 
energy utilization. 

2. Wind Energy Utilization and Development of Wind Turbines 

2.1 Development Status of Wind Power Technology Technology 

2.1.1 Development Status of Wind Power Technology Technology 

Before the 19th century, social productivity is very low, and the utilization of wind energy also has 
an important role. 1891 In the year, Denmark has built the world's first wind power station. Wind 
power is in a vendor developing country. The electricity of the residents of no-electric farmers has 
played an important role. 

In the first 60 years of the 20th century, Denmark has created 10-200 kW of wind hair.Motor and grid 
power generation. The United States has been developing wind turbines since the 1930s. 

In 1941, the United States designed a 1250KW two-leaf "Boile" wind turbine, installation Granada 
Dullet Mountain in Totland, Vermont. The mountain is 610m, the blade is 53.3.3m, the tower is 45m, 
from October 1941 to March 1945, after four years, after four years, the blade metal fatigue is blown 
by the wind. France designed, trials and produced BESL a Romani wind turbines in the 1960s, and 
the rated power was 800kW, and the test was 1025kW. NEYRPIC wind turbine of rated power 132kW 
and 1000 kW. The former resumes normal operation due to technical problems 60 days, and the latter 
stops running due to the problem of the brake system. 

In 1973, a worldwide oil crisis has occurred. The world's industrial developed countries have attached 
importance to wind power generation. Denmark designed a TVind large wind turbine that 
manufactures power 2000kw in 1975. Canada has created 3800 kW large wind turbines in 1983. The 
US has also manufactured in 1985, a 5-type large wind turbine, and the blade diameter is 122ml of 
7300 kW. 
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2.1.2 Development Status of My country Wind Generator Set 

My country has begun to develop a practical value salary wind turbine in the 1960s. 70.After the era, 
the development is fast, and in the forefront of the installed capacity, manufacturing level and 
development. A major role is played against the basic live electricity of farmers, animal, animal and 
fishermen to solve the remote area. The country has produced more than 200,000 small fans. The 
total capacity of more than 60,000 kilowatts, the annual output, output value, and the main amount 
of the world are listed in the world. There have been more than 200 million farmers and herdsmen in 
western China, which provides electricity for approaching 1 million farm husbands and has become 
a major feature of my country's wind power. 

By the end of 2005, China has built 43 wind farms, installing 1291 wind turbines, and the power of 
the total installed machine reached 126,000 kilowatts. By the end of 2006, my country's new installed 
capacity was 13.37 million kilowatts, which was more than the total amount of growth in the year of 
my country. The total amount of 91 wind farms were completed, and the total installed capacity 
reached 2.6 million kilowatts. Among them, Inner Mongolia, Hebei, Jilin, Xinjiang, Liaoning, 
Guangdong have developed into a wind power, more than 200,000 kilowatts. According to the 
installed capacity, my country has exceeded Italy and the United Kingdom and became the world's 
sixth largest wind. 

The overall wind power planning goal proposed by the Chinese government is that the 2020 wind 
appliances reached 50 million kilowatts. After 2020, the wind power exceeded nuclear power to 
become the main power generation power supply, reached or more than 400 million kilowatts before 
and after 2050, and became the second largest power generation power supply. 

3. Problems in Wind Power 

Wind energy is one of the clean energy of non-polluting, renewable, and zero-cost, but wind power 
currently has some problems that need to be solved. 

3.1 High Power Generation Cost 

Because the production of wind generators is high and wind the motor has high maintenance costs at 
runtime and reliability, causing the cost of wind power. If the wind power costs fall below other 
power generation costs, wind power will have strong competitiveness. 

3.2 Quality of Wind Turbines 

At present, the mechanical life of the wind turbine is still more low, in 20 years, but The blade is cut 
off air and the blade rotates after the air is combined with the noise, the metal blade or the metal beam 
composite blade generates electromagnetic interference around the surroundings. The fatigue strength 
and the weight of the composite, the weight of the weight, and the weight of the blade should be 
developed to solve the problem of blade break. Improve the comprehensive quality of wind turbines, 
so that wind turbines has reached more than 20 years. 

3.3 Develop a New Type of Wind Turbine Battery 

Wind energy is random energy, intermittent, and is not directly stored, and it is necessary to equip 
proper energy storage devices. When the wind is strong, power generation and energy storage; when 
the wind is weak or no wind, the energy released by the energy storage device is converted into 
electrical energy. The storage capacity in the current wind power system mainly has battery energy 
storage. The wind turbine used by the stand-alone urgently requires large capacity, small volume, 
high efficiency, maintenance, long life, low price, low price, avoiding wind turbines no wind and 
powerless requirements. 

3.4 Wind Turbines Run the Problem 

Wind energy is an unstable energy, if not There is an energy storage device or complement to other 
power generation devices, and the wind power plant itself is difficult to provide Stable electric energy 
delivery. To solve the problem of stable power supply, with the near-close power network The grid 
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is the most common mode of operation of the wind farm. Wind power is not connected, voltage and 
frequency is unstable, and electric energy delivered to the grid is a key issue to be solved in the grid. 

4. Analysis ofWind Power Generation Technology 

1) The self-developing ability of wind power equipment is weak after many years of"touching stone 
crossing", in terms of large-capacity wind turbines, my country has basically mastered manufacturing 
technology, and has been able to produce blades, gearboxes, and generators. Equisical parts. By 2009, 
nearly four layers in the wind turbines equipped in domestic wind farms were domestic independent 
research and development, but in the face of the imposed achievements, we have to recognize that 
my country's core  technology, such as wind turbine technology, control system Large-scale wind 
power equipment is still relying on foreign imports, independent research and development apabilities 
are still lacking; in terms of management, there is also a quality system, certification system, wind 
power grid network technology, etc. in terms of management; in terms of professional talents, 
equipment system design, Integrated technology and key parts development and design are serious 
lack of professional masters, there is no talent team with the core technology of the overall design 
method of wind and electric equipment; my country's wind power equipment manufacturing is still 
in the early stages of "independent innovation", the weakness of wind power equipment 
manufacturing research and development capabilities Severely restrict the safety production and order 
operation of my country's wind power enterprises. 

2) The single capacity of the wind turbine is not enough to see the current status of my country's 
current wind power. The single-machine capacity of its unit has become 1.5MW from the original 
600kW. Although it has made great progress in stand-alone capacity, because my country's wind 
power has developed too fast, some theoretical knowledge system and practical experience are still 
not enough, and it is not possible to scientifically perform the calculation work of load limit. Large-
scale size of single-machine capacity in wind power can not only reduce the investment cost of the 
entire wind power, but also enhance the installed capacity and power generation efficiency of its unit 
area, so the development and application of wind power large units will be the inevitable direction of 
future wind power. 

3) The safe performance of the wind turbine is insufficient because the research and promotion time 
of wind power technology is insufficient, so it has certain shortcomings in some side, so there is no 
high safety performance, especially in its grid and conveying. At present, the causes of wind power 
unit accidents have mainly focused on the installation phase of no sufficient attention or their own 
management, etc., which brings great impact on the reliability and security of wind power systems. 
Therefore, the relevant technicians should make the necessary optimization for the occurrence of 
wind turbine from the emergence of wind turbine, thus making up for the shortage of wind turbines 
in safety performance, and further enhance the stability of the wind power system. 

4) Wind Power Development Lack of macro planning, although my country's wind powerindustry 
has developed faster, but in general, it is still enough to propose specific goals and electricity 
consumption programs, industrial layout, etc. The central government and local governments lack the 
necessary coordination and communication in macro planning, some local governments and 
enterprises, in order to accelerate the pace of local economic and social development, only pay 
attention to the article "quantity", blindly develop, and ignore wind farm regions, etc. The science, 
reasonable layout and order development; some grid enterprises acquire wind power is not high, wind 
power cannot be used to enter the grid, limit electricity, and abandon the wind, causing a large number 
of wind resources waste, serious impact The health and sustainable development of the wind power 
industry. 

5. Conclusion 

Currently, all countries around the world are attaching importance to environmental pollution and 
take measures to govern. At present, power generation in various countries in the world is mainly 
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based on fire power. A large amount of harmful gases and dust emissions in the atmosphere during 
thermal power generation, resulting in serious environmental pollution. At present, in order to reduce 
the pollution of thermal power to the air, all countries in the world are actively developing wind power. 
Wind energy is clean and renewable energy, not exhausted, inexhaustible. In all new energy, 
renewable energy utilization technology, wind power is a way that technology is the most developed 
and commercial development prospects. Developing wind power has extremely important 
significance for improving energy structures, protecting the ecological environment, ensuring energy 
security and sustainable development of economies. Vigorously develop wind power, which has 
become a consensus of the world. 

My country has a vast, according to incomplete statistics, the wind energy available is 25.3 billion 
mW, especially it is the rich area of Northeast, North China and northwest, rich in land-type wind 
energy resources in the east, and the sea, sea wind energy resources in the southeast, have a wide 
range of wind power, and the prospects are bright. Wind energy must be one of the energy sources of 
focus development. 
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